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Novel technologies have presented practitioners with new opportunities to improve the intelligence process, 
but have also created new challenges and threats. Consequently, the timely identification of emerging 
technologies and analysis of their potential impact, not only on the intelligence community but also on terrorist 
or criminal organisations, is crucial.

However, time constraints can prevent intelligence practitioners from being updated on the most recent 
technologies.

In order to address this challenge NOTIONES will establish a network, connecting researchers and industries 
with the intelligence community. This network will facilitate exchange on new and emerging technologies but 
also equip solution providers with insights on the corresponding needs and requirements of practitioners. 
The so gained findings will be disseminated in periodic reports containing technologic roadmaps and 
recommendations for future research projects and development activities.

The consortium of NOTIONES includes, among its 30 partners, practitioners from military, civil, financial, 
judiciary, local, national and international security and intelligence services, coming from 9 EU Members 
States and 6 Associated Countries. These practitioners, together with the other consortium members, grant a 
complete coverage of the 4 EU main areas: West Europe (Portugal, Spain, UK, France, Italy, Germany, Austria), 
North Europe (Finland, Denmark, Sweden, Estonia, Latvia), Mittel Europe (Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine), Middle 
East (Israel, Turkey, Georgia, Bulgaria, Bosnia Herzegovina, North Macedonia) for a total of 21 countries, 
including 12 SMEs with diverse and complementary competences.

GATHER the needs of intelligence and security practitioners related to contemporary 
intelligence processes and technologies;

PROMOTE interaction of technology providers and academy with intelligence and security 
practitioners;

IDENTIFY novel technologies of relevance for practitioners through research monitoring;

Project Objectives

PUBLISH a periodic report, summarising key findings in order to orientate future research and 
development;

ENSURE the commitment and involvement of new organisations in the pan-European 
NOTIONES network. 

Project Introduction
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Project Facts:
Duration: 60 Months          Reference: 101021853

Programme: Horizon 2020 SU-GM01-2020 Coordination and Support Action

Coordinator: FUNDACION TECNALIA RESERACH & INNOVATION (Spain)

Scientific Technical Coordinator: ZANASI ALESSANDRO SRL (Italy)

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme under Grant Agreement No 101021853.

Project Introduction
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This paper reports on the EC-funded research to study 
and fight terrorist narratives, considering the outputs 
of the EC-funded research projects - and the analysis 
techniques implemented in those projects – retrieved 
from the Community Research and Development 
Information Service (CORDIS) portal. Projects 
dedicated specifically to terrorist narratives and 
counternarratives were investigated in detail, among 
those funded by the EU‘s framework programmes for 
research and innovation (FP1 to Horizon 2020) as 
well as the European Research Council (ERC) and 
Internal Security Fund Police (ISFP) frameworks.

A summary of the main results is provided in 
the paper by means of an overview of the main 
terrorist narratives, considering information and 
data emerged from the review of selected research 
projects, enriched with general literature review.  Five 
terrorist narratives are addressed: a)  Jihadist violent 
extremist narratives, b) Right-wing violent extremist 
narratives, c) Left-wing and anarchist violent extremist 
narratives, d) Ethnonationalist and Separatist violent 
extremist narratives; e) Single issue-terrorism violent 
extremist narratives (e.g. animal rights, environmental 
terrorism, etc.).

Details are also provided for the most widely used 
analytical technique, e.g. semantic analysis of 
terrorist narratives disseminated online. The review 
attempts to build an informational bridge providing 
the research know-how to the pan-European network 
of Security and Intelligence practitioners, so that the 
collected information can be translated into practical 
recommendations, technologies and tools enabling 
practitioners to perform their duty against terrorism 
in an enhanced, optimized and more efficient manner.

This work was supported by the project NOTIONES, 
that has received funding from the European Union‘s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme 
under grant agreement No. 101021853.

Keywords: terrorism, narratives, radicalisation, 
semantic analysis, EC-funded research

Terrorism is a complex phenomenon that dates back 
in the French Revolution (1789-1799) and has been 
characterising the European and international scene 
since then. Especially after 9/11, the international 
attention on terrorism has sharply increased 
as a consequence of a growing perception of 
security spread across the countries. Nations have 
developed their own counter-terrorism strategies, 
while international and regional organisations have 
worked to raise awareness, tackle the phenomenon, 
mitigate the effects and prevent its emergence. This 
paper aims at analysing the work carried out in EC-
funded projects devoted to studying the terrorist 

phenomenon. This activity permits to gain a more 
comprehensive understanding of the current status 
of the research on this topic, while allowing to avoid 
duplication of effort in terrorist research;

The paper then delineates an original approach 
to study and fight the phenomenon. It should be 
mentioned that the suggested approach will take 
into consideration some of the activities already 
implemented in other projects (e.g. semantic analysis) 
while attempting to fill the gaps that emerged from 
previous research and adapting the approach to the 
new developments.

Abstract

White Paper Introduction
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Terrorism.  This paper adopts the definition provided 
by the United Nations General Assembly in the UN 
Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy (Resolution A/
RES/60/288 adopted on 8th September 2006) [1]. 
The resolution states that “acts, methods and practices 
of terrorism in all its forms and manifestations are 
activities aimed at the destruction of human rights, 
fundamental freedoms and democracy, threatening 
territorial integrity, security of States and destabilizing 
legitimately constituted Governments”. In addition, it 
is mentioned that “terrorism cannot and should not be 
associated with any religion, nationality, civilization or 
ethnic group”, thus refraining from associating these 
characteristics as the main qualities of terrorism”.

Violent extremism. The expression violent 
extremism has quite a vague definition, and it is often 
used interchangeably with terms like terrorism or 
fundamentalism. A research paper by Alex P. Schmid 
highlights multiple and sometimes contradictory 
definitions of violent extremism, choosing to assign 
this expression the meaning of “an ideology that 
accepts the use of violence for the pursuit of goals 
that are generally social, racial, religious and/
or political in nature” [2]. The difference between 
terrorism and violent extremism is not often so 
noticeable: terrorism can, indeed, be considered as 
a form of violent extremism. For the sake of clarity, 
this paper recalls the definition adopted by the 
Radicalisation Awareness Network [3], which define 
violent extremism as “as acts of violence committed 
for ideological reasons. The nature and scale of 
the violence is what distinguishes extremism from 
terrorism.” 

Ideology. The word ideology is neutral and recalling 
the definition of the Collins Dictionary, it is “1. a body 
of ideas that reflects the beliefs and interests of a 
nation, political system, etc. and underlies political 
action; 2. (philosophy, sociology) the set of beliefs by 
which a group or society orders reality so as to render 
it intelligible” [4]. Ideology can, then, be applied and 
used in several fields, as it indicates “a common 
and broadly agreed upon set of rules to which an 
individual subscribes, which help to regulate and 
determine behaviour” [5]. The analysis presented in 
this paper adheres to the broad academic consensus, 

which recognises that terrorism is fed by extremist 
ideologies and that, in general, any action against 
terrorism requires to address the root causes of 
extremism ideologies themselves [6] [5]. 

Narratives and Counter-narratives. Generally 
speaking, narratives go beyond an idea, a figurative 
concept, a story: they are “discursive systems of 
meaning-making that are linked to the material 
world surrounding us” [7]. People resort to narratives 
to better understand reality: narratives, indeed, 
help reducing the complexity of the phenomena, 
while images and storytelling allow gaining a more 
accurate understanding of the circumstances. 
Narratives are the plot, thus being also defined 
as a “record or interpretation of experience” [8]. 
Considering terrorism, narratives are useful strategic 
communication means that allow terrorists to 
spread their message and reach a broader range of 
audiences. On the one hand, narratives, indeed, can 
bring the message to those that are still unaware of it, 
thus resulting in the recruitment of new believers or 
joiners of the cause. On the other, they can deepen 
the devotion to the ideological position and create 
a sense of community, thus functioning as a glue 
that strengthens the belonging to a group. Terrorist 
narratives, hence, “…reflect a system of stories that 
purport to provide a coherent worldview supporting 
individuals or groups in their illicit violence and 
incitement to violence” [9].

Counter-narratives are, quite intuitively, a means 
to undermine the efficacy of narratives in reaching 
their ultimate goal. Usually, the effect/utility of a 
counter-narrative is to empower and give agency to 
marginalised voices, allowing them to use their own 
storytelling to present an alternative point of view 
[10]. With regards to terrorism, counter-narratives 
are one of the primary means to prevent and tackle 
the emergence of terrorism and violent extremism, as 
well as the radicalisation process. They are employed 
by governments, think tanks and civil society 
organisations and, according to the UN CTED, share 
the following key features:

Definitions
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Counter-narratives are “intentional and direct efforts 
to deconstruct, discredit and demystify violent 
extremist messaging, whether through ideology, 
logic, fact or humour” [11].

•  They challenge terrorist messages, chiefly offering an alternative positive alternative; 

•  They are meant to jeopardise the ability of the violent extremist (terrorist) message to efficaciously 
target the audience, by resorting to ideology, ideas, facts, or even humour;

•  They are direct communication strategies, fitting within a political, policy and military context [9].

Definitions
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The last three security strategies outlined by the 
European Commission always refer to the threat of 
terrorism. In 2010, the EU Internal Security Strategy 
in Action: Five steps towards a more secure Europe 
states “Prevent terrorism and address radicalisation 
and recruitment” as the second objective [12]. The 
2016 strategy from Federica Mogherini – the EU 
Global Strategy – describes terrorism as a “plague 
[for] North Africa and the Middle East, as well as 
Europe itself” [13]. The last EU strategy announced 
by President Ursula von Der Leyen reiterates the 
urgency to tackle terrorism, a cross-border threat still 
far from being eradicated [14].

Since 1984, the European Commission has been 
funding the so-called Framework Programmes (FP) for 
research and technology development, projects that 
aim at fostering scientific and technological research 
in order to enhance the European technological and 
innovation levels. Currently, the FPs are at their ninth 
edition (Horizon Europe is FP9 – the name has been 
changed to Framework Programme for research and 
innovation). 

With regards to research on terrorism, it is possible 
to delineate the funds that the European Commission 
has devoted to this topic. By searching in the CORDIS 
(COmmunity Research and Development Information 
Service) all projects related to “terrorism” across the 
nine FPs and related research frameworks, the results 
indicate 55 projects. Seven projects were funded 
under the FP6, fourteen under the FP7 and thirty-four 
under H2020 (FP8) [15]. It should be noted that these 
numbers include projects on terrorism implemented 
both under the “Security” domain of application 
(existing since FP7) and other domains (e.g. Mobility, 
People, Transfer, etc.).

Seven projects were funded under the FP6, fourteen 
under the FP7 and thirty-four under H2020 (FP8) [15].

It is quite relevant to notice the increase in the budget 
dedicated to this topic. FP6 counts a total of around 
€8.4 million for seven projects (the overall budget of 
the programme was €17.5 billion for the period 2002-
2005); FP7 projects on terrorism are worth around 

€27 million (the overall budget for FP7 was over €50 
billion in 2007-2013 timeframe), while the projects 
financed during H2020 reached a total amount 
of around €70.4 million (overall budget for H2020 
was €77 billion for the period 2014-2020). Horizon 
Europe (FP9) has a total budget of €95.5 billion with 
the cluster “Civil Security for Society” dedicated to 
security topics, thus including calls on terrorism. For 
the first two years (2021-2022), the work programme 
has allocated around €87 million to the destination 
“Fighting Crime and Terrorism”. However, it should 
be considered that also other calls (and thus budget) 
under different destinations and clusters could 
address terrorism or terrorism-related topics. 

These figures prove that the attention toward 
security topics has sharply increased in the last two 
decades mostly due to the challenging and volatile 
international environment, especially after 9/11 events. 
As mentioned, terrorism has assumed multiple forms, 
and it is clear, at the European level, the need to keep 
studying terrorism and new methods to tackle and 
prevent it, to make sure that they effectively manage 
to meet the challenge. In addition, it is worth noting 
that the European Union encourages synergies 
among the different research frameworks to enhance 
the information knowledge and cross-fertilisation, 
which are valuable resources to understand the 
complexity of a phenomenon that has diverse facets 
as well as implication at multiple levels (e.g. societal, 
economic, political, military, etc.). 

Here we present relevant findings deriving from the 
analysis of past and current EU projects addressing 
the topic of terrorist narratives and counternarratives.

To frame the analysis, preliminary research has 
been conducted through the CORDIS portal. The 
Community Research and Development Information 
Service (CORDIS) is the European Commission‘s 
primary source of results from the projects funded 
by the EU‘s framework programmes for research and 
innovation (FP1 to Horizon 2020) [16]. Projects funded 
under two other relevant frameworks have also been 
investigated, the European Research Council (ERC) 
and Internal Security Fund Police (ISFP).

Sources and Method
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“Terrorism” has been selected as the “Field of 
science” in order to conduct the first selection: fifty-
three results were found. At this stage, each project 
has been looked into in terms of specific topics, and 
only those related to narratives and counternarratives 
have been taken into further consideration, thus 
resulting in a total number of twelve projects. 

Table 1 below reports core information for each 
project. Focus has been directed towards the key 
outputs of the project and the use/development of 
technologies (if applicable).

Many projects refer to the analysis of terrorist 
narratives and on the production of counter-narrative 
campaigns. Also, some of them mention the analysis 
of online narratives (e.g. narratives spread on social 
media and other online channels of communication). 
These are highlighted in bold in the table.

In the following paragraphs and sections we  
provide an overview of the main terrorist narratives, 
and on the  main technological innovations used to 
characterize them. 

Sources and Method

Results
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PROJECT 
ACRONYM BRIEF DESCRIPTION FRAME-

WORK
KEY  

OUTPUTS TECH-USED

ESCN [17] Creation of innovative communication responses 
to terrorism and violent extremism

ISFP
(2016-
2017)

strategic 
communication best 
practices to counter 
VE/Terrorism

N/A

DECOUNT 
[18]

Creation of online counter-narratives for 
deradicalization through online resources, 
videos and videogames

ISFP
(2018-
2020)

video-game; online 
campaign; videos

video-game 
tools; online 
(text/video) 
analysis of 
extremist 
propaganda

Project Grey 
[19]

Identification of local & polarised hot topics 
and personas, after which a coalition of 
social workers and social media campaigners 
will use their expertise to intervene in a 
holistic approach: infiltrating filter bubbles, 
1-on-1 interventions and promotion of 
nuanced views through social media 
campaigns

ISFP
(2018-
2021)

grey narrative; big 
data dashboard ; 
training for social 
workers

Big Data 
Dashboard

EUROTOPIA 
[20]

Creation of counter narratives by an 
international video campaign and a ”call to 
action” campaign- to counteract right wing 
and Islamic extremism propaganda on social 
media

ISFP
(2018-
2020)

online campaigns video-
production

CICERO [21]

Creation of a counter-narrative 
communication campaign aimed at 
preventing radicalisation leading to violent 
extremism, accompanied by a methodology 
for evaluating the campaign’s effectiveness

ISFP
(2019-
2021)

counternarrative 
communication 
campaign; training 
for stakeholder; 
campaign‘s 
evaluation 
methodology

online 
sentimental 
analysis

RETHINK [22]

Prevention and fight of radicalization by 
providing an alternative narrative that 
deconstruct extremist rhetoric, in order to 
change violent behaviour, through social 
media campaigns

ISFP
(2018-
2019)

online 
counternarrative 
campaigns; best 
practices handbook

N/A

Resilient and 
united [23]

Prevention and fight of extremism and 
radicalization in Portugal through innovative 
multi-level communication campaign 
providing alternative or counter narratives 
and sharing moderate voices;
Establishment of a multi-stakeholder network 
to offer strategic advice & skills enhancement 
of professionals working with the public

ISFP
(2019-
2020)

multi-level 
communication 
campaign; micro-
documentary; 
films mobile; web 
communication 
technologies

Web Portal

Counteract 
[24]

Contribution to behavioural changes which 
dissuade societal groups susceptible and 
vulnerable to radicalisation and terrorist 
content online by providing positive, 
alternative and credible narratives

ISFP
(2019-
2021)

online 
communication 
campaign

N/A

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/754445/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812617/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812617/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812618/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812618/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812625/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812625/ISFP
https://www.cicero-project.eu/
https://www.rethinkproject.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/811506/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/811506/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812624/ISFP
https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/812624/ISFP
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PROJECT 
ACRONYM BRIEF DESCRIPTION FRAME-

WORK
KEY  

OUTPUTS TECH-USED

PRoTECT [25]

Developing training materials related to the 
protection of public spaces for municipalities 
and LEAs;
Putting in place and implementing a pan 
European technology capability assessment 
tool for cities

ISFP
(2018-
2021)

training material; 
practical 
recommendations

Soft 
Target Site 
Assessment 
tool

DSMM [26]
Assessing the effect of social media 
narratives on the (de) securitisation of 
Muslims in France and the UK

H2020
(2016-
2018)

policy briefs; social 
impact analysis

machine 
learning; 
social 
network 
analysis and 
discourse 
analysis

TRIVALENT 
[27]

Identification and study of the main 
radicalising narratives circulating in 
European countries in order to identify their 
characterising elements and the ways they 
are disseminated, so to elaborate various 
kinds of measures for contrasting their 
spreading, including the production of 
dedicated counter-narratives

H2020
(2017-
2020)

communication 
strategy for 
prevention; IT tools 
for early warning 
of violent radical 
narratives online/
offline; training 
curricula; policy 
recommendations; 
IT tools to foster 
communication/
cooperation between 
LEAs and CSOs

predictive 
software 
service 
“Alerts to 
radicalisation 
turning 
points” on the 
dissemination 
of violent 
extremist 
content on 
social media
IT chatbot 

INSIKT [28]

Providing a novel solution for LEA analysts 
to detect terrorist propaganda on all social 
media by identifying radical content, 
suspicious messages and radicalization 
process, with the help of sophisticated text 
mining algorithms and deep learning

H2020
(2017-
2020)

SOCMINT solution 
(detection of 
terrorist propaganda 
on all social media); 
social data mining 
platform

AI (text 
mining 
algorithm, 
deep learning, 
etc.) : natural 
language 
processing: 
social 
network 
analysis 

UrbTerr [29]

In-depth comparative analysis of memory 
discourses and responses to terrorist attacks 
in four European countries (Germany, Spain, 
France and the United Kingdom)

ERC
(2019-
2024)

comparative 
analysis of memory 
discourses
art performances

N/A

DEMOSERIES 
[30]

Exploring a corpus of TV ‘security series’ 
from conception to reception to assess 
their capacity at enabling a democratic 
empowerment of viewers, confronting 
cultural and social upheavals underway, 
and developing a collective inquiry into 
democratic values and human security

ERC
(2020-
2024)

investigation of TV 
series as a means of 
soft power

tweets and 
web analytics
image and 
text analysis

Table 1 - EU-funded projects on terrorist narratives and counternarratives

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/portal/screen/opportunities/projects-details/31077817/815356/ISFP
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/703613
http://trivalentproject.eu/
http://trivalentproject.eu/
https://www.insiktintelligence.com/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/851329
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/834759
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/834759
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Here we provide an overview of the main terrorist 
narratives, considering information and data emerged 
from the review of selected projects listed in table 1, 
enriched with general literature review.  Five terrorist 
narratives are typically addressed: 

 

 a)  Jihadist violent extremist narratives;

 b)  Right-wing violent extremist narratives; 

 c)  Left-wing and anarchist violent extremist 
narratives; 

 d)  Ethnonationalist and Separatist violent 
extremist narratives;

 e)  Single issue-terrorism violent extremist 
narratives (e.g. animal rights, environmental 
terrorism, etc.).

The first three categories are indicated as priority 
ones in the latest European TESAT (Terrorism 
Situation and Trend Report, 2021) [31], the latter two 
categories have been consistently included in TESAT 
report since 2012, hence it is deemed relevant to 
embrace them in the analysis.

Jihadist terrorism narratives

Traditionally, Europe has faced three types of 
terrorism: nationalist terrorism (e.g. IRA), right-wing 
terrorism (e.g. Neo-Nazi), and left-wing terrorism (e.g. 
Red Brigade). The phenomenon of Jihadist terrorism 
has emerged only in the 1990s, thus associating a 
religious motivation with the employment of violence 
against civilians. However, the awareness and 
perception of Jihadist terrorism as a security threat 
started to spread after the dramatic events of 9/11, 
where the capabilities and intentions of this type of 
terrorism was revealed at a global level. European 
countries began to feel unsafe, although the threat 
of Jihadist terrorism was still seen as an external one. 

The bombings in Madrid and London, and the other 
several attacks that caused bloodshed to European 
cities in the 2000s, actually, proved that the threat 
was not so external, as most of the perpetuators had 
been living in these cities for several years, some 
of them belonging also to second generation of 
immigrants [32].  

Jihadism is here defined as “a violent sub-current of 
Salafism, a revivalist Sunni Muslim movement that 
rejects democracy and elected parliaments, arguing 
that human legislation is at variance with God’s 
status as the sole lawgiver” [31]. Although lots of 
people – especially in Western countries – tend to 
associate Islam to terrorism, attributing violence as a 
fundamental element of the religion, this understanding 
is quite imprecise. Even fundamentalisms, indeed, do 
not directly imply the use of violence; by contrast, 
there are some fundamentalisms that are completely 
peaceful. Jihadist terrorism, hence, derives from the 
combination of two elements: Islamist ideology and 
the idea of Jihad. The word Jihad denotes different 
meanings and has two different forms: jihad as a 
quest and jihad as a fight. With reference to the first 
meaning, jihad delineates the “inward-seeking”, the 
process that each human being should undertake to 
become a better person and, thus, a good Muslim. 
Jihad as a fight indicates, by contrast, the use of 
violence against the infidelis. The person that engages 
in this second type of Jihad is called mujahid or jihad 
terrorist [32]. 

The following paragraphs describes the narratives 
Islamist terrorists use to legitimise their violent 
actions. 

 
Narrative 1:  
Islam is under attack from a global non-
Muslim alliance

“Islam is under attack” is one of the master narratives 
of Jihadist terrorists. Jihadists depict their religion 
as the target of a non-Muslim alliance that gathers 
Christians, Jews, Buddhists and Hindus, and also 
secularists from all around the world to discredit Islam 
and its beliefs. Some jihadists also include Shiites 

Overview on terrorist narratives
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and Sufis in this non-Muslim alliance, as they are 
seen as apostates [31]. This narrative of victimhood 
and self-defence has also been widely adopted for 
recruitment purposes.

 
Narrative 2: 
Endurance and resilience in the face of 
hardship and strategic setbacks

This narrative is quite reverberating, and it is often 
used to highlight the achievements obtained by the 
Jihadists despite the actions taken by “the others” 
to stop or jeopardise their activities. For example, 
in March 2019 the Islamic States was defeated in 
Baghuz (Syria) by the US-backed Syrian Democratic 
Forces (SDF). This offensive lasted six weeks and 
managed to recapture the town of Baghuz, which 
represented the last territorial stronghold of the IS in 
eastern Syria. It was widely seen as the beginning of 
IS downfall, with SDF representatives declaring “the 
total elimination of so-called caliphate and 100% 
territorial defeat of Isis [the IS group]“ and the then-
US president Donald Trump pointing out the group’s 
loss of power and prestige [33].

In October 2019, the killing of the leader Abu Bakr 
Al-Baghdadi in a raid launched by the US special 
forces seemed to be the finishing blow on the group. 
However, Abu Ibrahim Al-Hashimi Al-Qurasyi was 
appointed as the new Caliph, thus opening what 
would have been called the new phase of the group. 
This new phase narrative was used in the initial 
statement after the appointment of the new caliph 
and relied on two major pillars: fighting the Jewish and 
conquering Jerusalem. However, this narrative was 
later overshadowed, while priority was given to the 
magnification of the territorial and military successes 
in other regions, such as Africa or South and South 
East Asia. The Battle of Baghuz was, hence, far from 
being the end of the IS and its caliphate. Islamist 
terrorism, indeed, managed to re-adapt to the 
challenges and the mutated environment, pursuing 
its expansion and conquest within and beyond Iraq 
and Syria [34] [31]. 

This narrative is also confirmed by an audio speech 
by IS spokesman Abul Hasan Al-Muhajir reports, “if 
the Islamic State loses some towns and cities in some 
of its wilayat, Allah grants its conquest in other wilayat 
in imbalanced hit-and-run battles in which they drag 
the enemy with all that he owns” [34].

 
Narrative 3: 
Islam will outlive its enemies through a  
war of attrition

The “war of attrition” narrative is closely linked to the 
previous one. The core idea is that notwithstanding 
possible backlashes, the mujahidin will continue 
their battle and the group will outlive its enemies. 
The motto “baqiyah wa tatamaddad” (remaining 
and expanding) still holds relevant: the baqiyah 
component is reiterated by the operational 
propaganda sustained globally, such as the “Battle of 
Attrition” campaign launched in several series from 
June 2019 and 2020. The campaign reported numbers 
of attacks and involved provinces, thus contributing 
to stress the power of the group. With regards to the 
tatamaddad part, the narrative of expansion is still 
relevant, although there have been no updates on 
new territories in the region. However, as mentioned, 
the group has managed to get grip in South Asia 
and Africa, while exploiting ethnicity and socio-
economic dynamics in European societies to foster 
radicalisation of migrants and second generation of 
migrants, thus feeding the West vs Islam polarisation 
[34]. 

 
Narrative 4:  
Set captives free

There is another narrative that was more often used 
in the past by the Islamic State, but was lately less 
promoted. This narrative calls for the liberation 
of captives, i.e. IS operatives and leaders under 
detection. The liberation is carried out by means 
of attacking prisons and fomenting prison riots. 
Jihadists, indeed, attack prisons, achieving a twofold 
objective: on the one hand, they free representatives 
of their group who are, hence, able to resort to their 
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activity and keep sustaining the group’s fight; on the 
other hand, it serves for propaganda purposes, as it 
shows the power of the group, its ability and the care 
for the “companions”. Jihadists have resorted to this 
narrative again, especially after the IS territorial losses 
and the Covid pandemic. As an illustration, the 226th 
issue of Al-Naba’ – the official weekly newspaper of the 
Islamic State – strongly stressed for the mujahideen to 
free the Uighurs from China’s concentration camps, 
as well as captives in refugee and detention camps 
across Syria. Beside the propaganda on the journal, 
IS also confirmed the importance of freeing Jihadists 
in action: in August 2020, IS Khurasan attacked the 
central prison in Jalalabd (Afghanistan), managing 
to free hundreds of detainees. In October, another 
attack was carried out in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, ending up with more than 1.300 escaping 
the prison. These actions are of major significance 
as they prove to jihadist members and potential new 
joiners that the group truly takes care of “brothers 
and sisters”, while reassuring those that have been 
captured that IS will not abandon them. Both these 
aspects contribute to feeding the glue that keeps the 
group united, and that can attract new adherents to 
join the effort. [34]

 
Narrative 5: 
COVID-19 as a God punishment 

This latest narrative has emerged only recently after 
the Covid-19 pandemic broke out. The novelty of this 
narrative also confirms a distinctive trait of terrorist 
movements, i.e. their ability to adapt to the changing 
environment. This holds true for both the modus 
operandi (e.g. the adoption of social media and 
multiple communication channels to disseminate the 
messages and strengthen recruitment efforts) and 
narratives. Covid-19, the global pandemic that has 
debilitated countries and societies worldwide since 
the end of 2019, as been exploited as an instrument 
to justify actions against the infedelis.  According 
to Jihadists, Covid-19 is divine retribution against 
China. In Islam, the theme of reward and punishment 
(al-thawab wa al’iqab) is quite central: rewards are 
associated with pious actions, while punishment is for 
impious deeds. Stemming from this basic assumption, 

Jihadists attribute the responsibility of natural and 
man-made disasters to infidelis, apostates, and 
polytheists, especially if they are known to have 
committed crimes at the expense of Muslims. In this 
light, Covid-19 was divine punishment initially against 
China, and lately extended to Iran and Western 
countries. According to this narrative, God has 
mostly hit “idolatrous” nations, keeping the faithful 
safe; hence, Muslims should show no mercy to 
disbelievers and apostates to remain safe. Pursuing 
Jihad would ensure believers the protection from the 
disease. All in all, this narrative called for a two-fold 
official line of the IS: i) Muslims are encouraged to 
keep following those measures that would protect 
them from the virus; ii) mujahideen are called to keep 
intensifying their operations, exploiting the windows 
of vulnerabilities that the situation offered. During the 
past two years, indeed, several attacks have been 
conducted in Middle East, Africa, Southeast Asia and 
also Europe, confirming the opportunistic approach 
of IS [34].

It is interesting to note how also the West has its 
own narratives when referring to Jihadist terrorism 
and these often match and complement the Jihadist 
discourse. 

Islamophobia, for instance, the “irrational fear 
of, aversion to, or discrimination against Islam or 
people who practice Islam” [35] is significantly 
spread. Nowadays, it is quite common to hear this 
expression, as racism and antagonism towards 
the Islamic population have sharply increased, 
especially after 9/11 events. However, islamophobia 
is not a new phenomenon; instead, it is strongly 
rooted in colonialism and the idea of superiority 
and hegemony of Western culture and values over 
“others”. However, the main difference is related to 
the discriminating factor: if in the past the diversity 
was perceived in relation to ethnicity, the new 
Islamophobia has emerged along the terrorist threats 
and thus associating diversity with bad behaviour. 
Since the end of 1970s, hence, the idea of “Arab bad 
guys” started spreading in Western societies, which 
saw Palestinian militant organisations and leftist Arab 
regimes as core examples of this attitude, fostering 
racism. After 9/11, the “Arab bad guys” progressively 
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became the “Muslim bad guys” thus automatically 
conferring a violent relevance to the religion itself 
and its observants and blurring the demarcation 
between non-violent Islamist movements and violent 
jihadi organisations [36].

The Eurabia narrative, instead, reflects a far-right 
conspiracy theory: the Arabs would be trying to 
replace the European population by conducting an 
“Islamic Reconquista of Europe” [36]. According 
to this theory, a European elite (political, academic 
and otherwise) is cooperating with Arab countries 
to facilitate Muslim immigration to Europe, thus 
increasing the total Muslim population and managing 
to make Europe an Islamic colony. One of the leading 
representatives of the Eurabia theory is Gisèle Littman, 
a British-Egyptian writer also known as Bat Ye’or. In 
her vision, the conspiracy is led by French elites, who 
had implemented a secret plan to sell out Europe to 
the Muslims in exchange for oil. In her books, she also 
describes “Europe’s evolution from a Judeo-Christian 
civilisation, with important post-Enlightenment secular 
elements, into a post-Judeo-Christian civilisation that 
is subservient to the ideology of jihad and the Islamic 
powers that propagate it.” [37] The Eurabia narrative 
perfectly matches with the rethoric of al-Qaeda and 
ISIS, who wanted to reconquer Al Andalus, the old 
Islamic region of the Iberic peninsula. 

Finally, the “us versus them” narrative, which is 
quite strongly anchored in Western discussions. This 
narrative is also linked to Islamophobian concepts, 
as it presents elements of hate and hostility against 
Muslims. Every event or situation, indeed, assumes 
an “Islamic significance” and the religious-cultural 
dimension is instrumentally used to explain any 
conflict. This view has led to an increase in hostility 
against Muslims in general, independently of their 
affiliation to extremist groups. Consequently, social 
fragmentation has increased, accompanied by hate 
crimes and acts of violence against the Muslim 
population [36].

 

Right-wing violent extremist narratives

In the last two decades, the extremist threats 
began to crystallize on the new flank of the political 
spectrum - the right one. According to the Global 
Terrorism Index 2020, the number of far-right attacks 
in Oceania, Western Europe, and North America has 
increased by 250% since 2014, while the number of 
deaths caused by these attacks has increased by 
709% over the same period [38]. One of the possible 
motives for such a trend can be partly due to the 
reaction to terrorist attacks run by Islamist radicals 
(counter-jihad movement) in Western countries. 
However, the deeper reasons for the growth of right-
wing radicalism are associated with the processes 
of strengthening the role of Islam in the world and 
increasing the share of the population from Arab and 
African states in Europe due to powerful migration 
processes, which began to be perceived as an 
existential threat to the West countries. 

A significant role in the consolidation and 
strengthening of the global ultra-right community 
was played by the digital environment, which opened 
up opportunities for spreading radical ideology and 
communicating with like-minded people on a global 
scale. The far-right has flooded major social platforms 
with extremist contents, and created or taken over 
alternative media outlets, thus creating a vast virtual 
ecosystem of right-wing extremism. In addition, the 
changed digital space, in which post-truth, fake news 
and echo chambers began to triumph, increased the 
vulnerability of society itself to the influence of far-
right narratives.

The right direction of extremism covers a set of radical 
ideologies and violent actions, which are based on 
the idea of the domination of a certain nationality or 
race, which is threatened by representatives of other 
races and nationalities. The legitimacy of the use of 
violence is substantiated in order to protect against 
these threats.

The defeat of fascism and its public condemnation 
in post war Europe did not lead to its eradication. 
Shortly after the end of the Second World War, it saw 
a new resurgence in Europe and other countries of the 
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world, to a lesser extent in the form of an organized 
political movement with the clear objective to seize 
power and more in the form of subversive movements 
aimed at keeping the tension high in the polarized 
cold war reality. The ideologies of political or social 
movements that arose after the Second World War, 
professing the views of the National Socialism or 
close to them, or declaring themselves followers of the 
NSDAP, received the general name of neo-Nazism. 
Neo-Nazism borrows elements of Nazi doctrine, 
including chauvinism, fascism, xenophobia, and anti-
Semitism. Radical neo-Nazis are characterized by a 
commitment to violent actions, up to terrorist attacks.

The definition of right-wing extremism used by 
EUROPOL notes such a significant feature of it as 
hatred of minorities: “right-wing extremist ideologies 
feed on hate subcultures, usually fighting against 
diversity in society and the equal rights of minorities. 
Right-wing extremists are typically characterized by 
racism, authoritarianism, xenophobia, misogyny and 
hostility towards lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender 
and queer (LGBTQ) communities and immigrants” 
[39].

The most prominent far-right organization in Europe 
is the Identitarian Movement, which advocates ethnic 
segregation and claims that “white” Westerners 
have the right to defend “their” nations from foreign 
peoples and cultures [40]. „Identitarians“ advocate 
„re-emigration“, which, according to experts, refers 
to the mass deportation of all European residents 
with migrant origin or non-white skin [41].

EUROPOL speaks of this movement in the context 
of extremism. In particular, it is noted that the 
Identitarian Movement of Austria (Identitare 
Bewegung Österreichs, IBÖ) has established itself as 
the most active right-wing extremist group. It has a 
charismatic leader, Martin Sellner, who is one of the 
most prominent European activists in the identitarian 
movement. Together with its similar organizations in 
Europe, the IBÖ promotes resistance to the perceived 
„Islamization“ of the Western world. In Portugal, one of 
the most active identity groups is the Identity Shield 
(Escudo Identitario). According to the authorities of 
this country, the activities of neo-Nazi groups are 

closely connected with groups and organizations of 
the European identitarian movement.

Special mention should be made of the ideological 
basis of the „Identitarian movement“, which is the 
so-called theory of great replacement. According to 
researchers from the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, 
this theory has become the ideological mainstream 
of right-wing radicalism in Europe and has received 
wide support among European right-wing politicians 
[42]. It was this name (Great Replacement) that was 
put on the cover of the New Zealand terrorist Brent 
Tarrant‘s manifesto.

The ideological basis of contemporary right-wing 
extremism in the West is not monolithic. Right-wing 
extremist ideology is heterogeneous and has many 
currents, united by the rejection of diversity and the 
rights of minorities. The main elements of the violent 
right ideology are the belief in the superiority of the 
„white race“ and the notion that the violent actions of 
individuals who are part of the „leaderless resistance“ 
serve to fuel the „race war“. This confrontation is seen 
as inevitable in order to stop the supposed „system“ 
plot to replace the white population through mass 
immigration [36].

These elements are reflected in the main narratives, 
which are reported below.

 
Narrative 1: 
The superiority of the  
White race

Right-wing extremism is fuelled by the concept of 
White Suprematism, i.e. the belief that the „white 
race“ has certain inherent physical and mental 
characteristics that make it superior to other races.  
Besides being genetically superior to other people, 
White people have their own culture, which is superior 
to other cultures. Consequently, it is believed that 
Whites should dominate people of other backgrounds, 
especially where they can coexist. Ideally, however, 
Whites should live on their own in a society consisting 
only of Whites [43].
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While not all white supremacists are militant, white 
supremacy tends more than other forms of right-
wing extremism to inspire acts of serious violence or 
terrorism. This is due to the explicit encouragement 
of this ideology of hatred and violence against 
minorities [36].

 
Narrative 2: 
Western culture is threatened  
by mass migration 

Another mainstream narrative embraces the concept 
of cultural nationalism: „Western culture“ is believed 
to be threatened by mass migration to Europe and 
lack of integration by certain ethnic and cultural 
groups. Cultural nationalism focuses on the rejection 
of certain cultural practices, such as the wearing of 
a face-covering veil (burqa or niqab) or attempts to 
impose Islamic law in Western countries. 

In addition, the mass migration from the „non-
white“ world and perceived demographic changes 
pose an existential threat to the „white race“ and 
„Western culture“ (White or ethnic nationalism). 
White nationalism advocates, hence, the creation of 
a „white“ homeland, either by separating pre-existing 
countries or by (forced if necessary) repatriation of 
ethnic minorities. Much of this rhetoric is present in 
the identitarian movement [36].

 
Narrative 3: 
Us versus Them

This narrative is a fil rouge between the previous two 
narratives. The idea of superiority of the White race 
and the threat posed by other ethnic and cultural 
groups implicitly entails a separation between the 
Whites and the “Others”, a comprehensive term that 
includes all those not belonging to the White race 
and, consequently, inferior. 

Narrative 4: 
Covid-19 as a responsibility of China  
and globalism 

As already mentioned when discussing the Jihadist 
narratives, Covid-19 comes into play also with regard 
to the right-wing extremism, although with a different 
meaning. As an illustration, Timothy Wilson, a right-
wing extremist acting alone in the US, encouraged 
other people to deliberately spread Covid-19 to 
politicians, police officers and those attending 
synagogues. Other discourses recall conspiracy 
theories: the Russian Imperial Legion, for instance, 
believes that Covid-19 was man-made, while others 
attributed its creation specifically to Jews or the 
Chinese. Right-wing extremist narrative creation 
also incorporated Covid-19 to buttress existing 
narratives decrying globalism, immigration, and 
modern society in general. Moreover, conspiracy 
demonstrations against Covid-19 countermeasures 
(masks, lockdowns) began in May 2020, with some 
elements claiming that Covid-19 was a globalist 
conspiracy [44]. Other narratives also include those 
related to Science Denial groups with respect to 5G 
phone networks: such narratives are exploited to 
escalate hysteria. As it will be shown in the following 
section, similar concepts can be found also in some 
left-wing narratives. 

Left-wing and anarchist violent 
extremist narratives 

Left-wing terrorism is one of the three types of 
terrorism that have traditionally threatened Europe, 
together with nationalist terrorism (e.g. IRA) and right-
wing terrorism (e.g. Neo-Nazi). Between 1970 and 
1980, 93 % of attacks and 58 % of deaths occurred in 
relation to this type of terrorism, with attacks chiefly 
perpetuated by small cells of revolutionary Marxist 
or anarchist terrorist groups. A change of course 
was registered in the mid-1980s, but lately a new 
resurgence of these activities rebegan in the EU since 
2000s. Yet, they have had a noticeable resurgence in 
the EU over the 21st century. 414 attacks inspired by 
left-wing and anarchist extreme ideology took place 
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from 2006 to 2020, mainly resulting in vandalism 
and destruction of property. The terrorist groups 
mostly involved in the attacks include the  New Red 
Brigades (Nuove Brigate Rosse), the Revolutionary 
Organization 17 November (Epanastatiki Organosi 
dekaefta Noemvri), the Black Bloc, the Revolutionary 
Struggle (Epanastatikos Agonas), the Sect of 
Revolutionaries (Sekta Epanastaton), the Informal 
Anarchist Federation (Federazione Anarchica 
Informale), the Militant Popular Revolutionary Forces 
(Mahomenes Laikes Epanastatikes Dynameis), the 
Militia Group Popular Justice (Organosi Politofylakis 
Laiki Dikeosyni), the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 
(Synomosía ton Pyrínon tis Fotiás), the Revolutionary 
Self-Defence Organisation (Organosi Epanastatikis 
Aftoamynas), the Armed Revolutionary Forces 
(Enoples Epanastatikes Dynameis), and Individuals 
Tending to the Wild (Individualidades Teniendo a 
lo Salvaje) [45]. Today, according to the latest data 
from TESAT, the greatest number of terrorist attacks 
in Europe can still be associated with left-wing or 
anarchist groups [31]. 

Left-wing violent extremism is quite challenging 
to analyse and understand as it is a complex 
phenomenon that planges its roots in multiple 
ideologies, thus making it more difficult to label it. 
Left-wing extremism, indeed, is closely linked to the 
anarchist doctrine but has also taken inspiration from 
other ideologies, like Marxism-Leninism, Trotskyism, 
Proletarian internationalism, Stalinism, Maoism, anti-
militarism and eco-socialism. The compresence of 
these diverse elements confers left-wing extremism 
a hybrid nature that uneases the capacity to define 
it and also to structure appropriate strategies to 
counter and prevent the phenomenon. 

According to RAN, “left-wing extremism is a broad 
term encompassing many types and differing from 
one country to another” [46]. However, it is possible to 
delineate some elements that underpin this complex 
ideology, and that are also mirrored in the narratives 
used to justify the violent actions. 

First of all, contemporary left-wing extremism is 
closely linked to the anarchist doctrine against the 
abolishment of the capitalist profit [47]: anarchists 

believe that the State must be destroyed in order 
to eradicate capitalism, while left-wing extremists 
believe that capitalism must be destroyed in order 
to eradicate the bourgeois State – as claimed 
by Marx and Engels in their 1848 Communist 
Manifesto. Later, Marxism evolved into new 
political ideologies: Trotskyism, Marxism-Leninism, 
Proletarian internationalism, Stalinism and Maoism. 
Secondly, the aversion to state and state institutions 
is, hence, correlated to the loathing of police forces 
and the distrust in the justice system. Another core 
element is the enmity to right-wing parties, as they 
mostly represent and promote opposite values and 
ideals. Left-wing extremists show solidarity towards 
immigrants and sensitivity towards environmental 
topics [48], often coupled with other political beliefs 
such as pacifism, internationalism, feminism and eco-
socialism.

The 2021 EU TE-SAT [31] reports that most left-
wing and anarchist terrorist attacks and plots in 
Europe in 2020 occurred in Italy (24 out of 25). In 
most cases, the attacks caused damage to private 
and public property. The report also notes that “In 
addition to longstanding issues, such as anti-fascism, 
anti-racism and perceived state repression, left-wing 
and anarchist extremists in 2020 addressed new 
topics, including scepticism about technological 
and scientific developments, COVID-19 containment 
measures and environmental issues”. In ten attacks, 
the target was represented by telecommunication 
infrastructures (3G/4G/5G repeaters or cell towers, 
plus relays or cables). Left-wing and anarchist 
extremism-related arrests in Europe in 2020 were 
also linked to foreign terrorist groups such as the 
Turkish Devrimci Halk Kurtuluş Partisi-Cephesi, 
and to foreign fighters for the independence of the 
Kurdish state.

The following paragraphs describe the narratives that 
left-wing and anarchist terrorists use to legitimise 
their violent actions. 
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Narrative 1: 
An unjust social order

The most recurrent narrative in today’s left-wing 
extremism is related to the existence of an unjust 
social order that creates social inequality and hinders 
specific segments of society. This unjust social order 
and the negative consequences it poses to society 
legitimises the violence. This narrative consequently 
embraces other socioeconomic issues such as anti-
globalisation and anti-capitalism [45]. 

The Stand Up group, a German left-wing social 
movement officially launched in September 2018 with 
the goal to unify left-wing efforts and set the agenda 
for a future leftist federal government, provides a 
good example of this narrative. In one her speeches, 
Sarah Wagenknecht, one of the co-initiators of 
the movement, pointed out the link between three 
elements: austerity measures, growing social 
inequality and the crisis of democracy. “Despite 
economic growth, 40 percent of residents have less 
net income than 20 years ago; democracy is no 
longer working”: on the one hand, the economy does 
not seem to be able to properly serve people; on the 
other, the democratic order is held responsible of this 
inefficiency [49].

 
Narrative 2: 
The state as an oppressive institution

This narrative is closely related to the previous one as 
it conceives the state as an oppressive actor due to its 
structure and institutions as well as decision-making 
class that does not truly pursue the interests of all 
citizens but only favours some classes. This narrative 
often exploits the term “fascism” to demarcate a type 
of action, or a type of government deemed hostile, 
unfair, and authoritarian [45]. The opposition to the 
police is also a key driver in this discourse, partly due 
to the discredit towards the institution, partly to the 
instrumental use of clashes with police forces. Such 
clashes, indeed, despite the specific reasons leading 
to the event, facilitate the acceptance of violent 
actions also by those non-violent left activists, thus 
reinforcing the basis of the left-wing extremist groups 

[50]. Clashes with the police are also instrumentalised 
in the “Us versus Them narrative”. 

 
Narrative 3: 
Us versus Them

The comparison and contrast with the “Others” 
is an idea already found in the Jihadist and right-
wing narrative. The Us versus Them concept is 
embraced also by left-wing extremists who reflect 
this dichotomy at several societal levels: proletarians 
against bourgeoise, natives against perceived internal 
enemies in a given country, Left’s righteousness against 
the Right enemy, etc. This narrative takes inspiration 
from Marxism and post-Marxism traditions, deeply 
fuelled by the concept of antagonism [51]. 

 
Narrative 4: 
Conspiracy theories 

Conspiracy theories are often used in left-wing 
extremist discourse and sometimes also represent 
a meeting point with other extremisms, such as 
the right-wing one. It seems, indeed, that people 
with an extremist mindset (independently from its 
orientation) are more prone to conspiracy theories. 
The most spread are related to 5G and Covid-19. Left-
wing extremists generally show reluctance towards 
innovation: they firmly oppose the 5G communication 
network (several telecommunication infrastructures 
– including repeaters, repeater bridges or cell towers 
or other components of the telecommunication’s 
network (e.g. relays or cables) – have been often 
targets of violent attacks. The conspiracy theories 
about 5G received a boost in 2020 due to new 
discourses that connected technophobia with the 
emergence of COVID-19 and anti-vaccines positions 
[45]. According to this position, there would be a 
correlation between 5G and the Coronavirus, as the 
former would weaken the human immune system, 
thus making people vulnerable to the disease. Still 
related to the Covid-19, some ideas mainly circulated 
in Germany and Argentina, stating that Covid-19 
countermeasures imposed by governments would be 
only a mechanism for oppressing poor people [44].
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Narrative 5: 
The Anti-narrative

Left-wing and anarchist extremist narratives generally 
exploit anti-establishment sentiments in order to 
develop anti-narratives such as anti-capitalism, 
anti-liberal democracy, anti-elite, anti-racism, anti-
fascism and so on, raising awareness against what is 
considered to be an unfair social order and fomenting 
revolutionary feelings. In this way, the narratives justify 
the use of violence in the name of noble ideals (so-
called excess of virtue), because “something terrible 
will happen if we do not immediately act against the 
order of things”.

It should be noted that although these anti-something 
narratives are quite common among different left-
wing and anarchist extremist groups, there is no 
consensus about what should be built after the 
possible success of the hoped-for revolution. They 
pursue the primary strategic goal of exacerbating 
social and political tensions to accelerate systemic 
collapse [45].

A final consideration is worth attention: the use of 
internet. Section 2.2.1 has highlighted the importance 
of social media and communication means for the 
Jihadist terrorists both for recruitment purpose and 
for disseminating their message and mission to a 
broader audience. Differently, it appears that left-
wing terrorists rely less on the use of interest to 
spread narratives but tend to exploit their personal 
contacts [45]. These groups, indeed, chiefly opt for 
“propaganda by deeds” as the lack of elaborated 
narratives in online posts suggests. Nevertheless, like 
other forms of extremism, the internet is still used as a 
means to build alliances other individuals and groups, 
to recruit new members, and to claim responsibility 
for attacks” [31].

Ethnonationalist and separatist 
violent extremist narratives 

Ethnonationalism is neither a new phenomenon nor 
a merely European one. For instance, the Zealots 

in Judaea incited the population to rise against the 
Roman Empire and expel it from the Holy land by 
means of violence. However, the correlation between 
terrorism and ethnonationalism appeared only in the 
1960s and 1970s, with the number of ethno-national/
separatist terrorist groups active internationally 
growing from three in 1968 to thirty in 1978. In this 
period, indeed, the activities of groups such as 
Begin in Israel (National Military Organization - 
Irgun), Makarios in Cyprus (National Organization 
of Cypriot Fighters - EOKA) and Ben Bella in Algeria 
(Front de libération nationale - FLN) gained notice 
at international level for the success of their violent 
actions. The Palestine Liberation Organization’s 
(PLO) terrorist activism between 1968 and 1980 
further confirmed the relevance and dangerousness 
of these groups [52]. Today, although the attention 
is chiefly focused on religious terrorism (especially 
after 9/11 and the emergence of al-Qaeda and later 
ISIS), ethnonationalist and separatist terrorism is 
still eradicated. In Europe, examples are the Irish 
Republican Army (IRA) within the United Kingdom, 
Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA) within Spain or the 
Kosovo Liberation Army (UCK) in Kosovo; the 
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PPK) in Kurdistan and the 
Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA) in Myanmar 
testify the presence of these groups also at the global 
level. 

However, it should be acknowledged that the 
number of terrorist attacks associated with ethno-
nationalist or separatist groups has significantly 
decreased, at least in Europe in the last few years. 
As can be seen from the Europol “European Union 
Terrorism Situation and Trend Report” [31], this type 
of violence the predominant in the continent in 2018 
while in 2020 it has significantly decreased, although 
not fully disappearing from the scene. Expressions 
of ethnic violence are chiefly present in Northern 
Ireland and Spain. In Northern Ireland, the threat 
from the Dissident Republican (DR) groups is still 
evaluated as “Severe”, meaning that an attack is 
highly to happen. The Covid-19 had initially managed 
to slacken the activities of these groups, they are now 
getting back to the previous level of action. In Spain, 
ETA is still anchored in the society, although officially 
inactive since 2009. However, Spain has registered a 
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rise in violent separatist activity in 2020, compared to 
previous years. Most of the attacks are in support of 
ETA prisoners and the claim for a total amnesty [31]. 

Therefore, today ethnonationalist and separatist 
terrorism is not the predominant form in Europe. 
Nevertheless, it is worth including this category in the 
analysis. Even if the number of attacks has declined, 
the intrinsic factors that feed these actions can be 
still present in our societies and it cannot be excluded 
a priori a revival of this type of terrorism, especially 
considering the latest events in Ukraine that strongly 
embrace the ethnic element as one of the drivers of 
the conflict. 

Before analysing the core narratives behind 
ethnonationalist terrorism, it seems appropriate to 
clarify the meaning of term “ethnonationalism”.

Ethnonationalism – also called ethnic nationalism – is 
a form of nationalism that considers ethnicity as the 
criterion to define the nation and the nationality. The 
concept of nation itself is quite broad and disputed. 
Lefebvre discussed this ambiguity, pointing out 
several elements that could characterise the notion 
of nationalism and nation [52]. First, a common 
language, race, or religious beliefs. Second, the nation 
as Benedict Anderson’s “imagined community”, 
limited in scope and sovereign in nature. According to 
Anderson, the nation is imagined because it reflects 
a sense of communion or “horizontal comradeship” 
between people who often do not know each other 
or have not even met. They imagine belonging to 
the same collective, conferring it a common history, 
traits, beliefs, and attitudes. It is limited because 
it has boundaries that demarcate the difference 
with other nations, while sovereign because its 
legitimacy is not derived from divinity as kingship is 
— the nation is its own authority [53]. Third, a nation 
could be defined also by a group identity, evolving 
from particular circumstances, historical continuity, 
geographical contingency and myths. It can also 
be forged by sentiment, a political rhetoric, an 
ideology, or a movement. A nation could be seen as 
a cultural community with its own specific collective 
identity represented by a shared language, values, 
myths and symbols. Lastly, a nation could be framed 

by an ethnic bond or a blood lineage. In truth, the 
expression nationalism does not have a negative or 
positive connotation: however, the instrumental use 
of this concept to justify or motivate violent acts and 
terrorist actions has facilitated the attribution of a 
negative connotation. 

All these aspects should be taken into consideration 
when addressing ethnonationalist narratives, as 
these can be easily mirrored in the abovementioned 
elements. Ethnonationalist, independentist and 
separatist terrorism is, therefore, mainly linked to a 
movement to recover linguistic, cultural, ethnic, social, 
religious or historical rights and to the feeling among 
members of that group and supporters that they 
are oppressed or denied rights, especially the rights 
lost in the course of history, always with conflicting 
readings of the history of that nation or society. 

Such as the concept of terrorism itself, the term 
Ethnonationalist terrorism and its implementation 
are highly controversial issues. What constitutes an 
illegitimate regime and what types of violence and war 
are acceptable against such a State are matters for 
discussion. Groups described by some as „nationalist 
terrorists“ tend to be considered „freedom fighters“, 
committed in a legitimate but asymmetrical war. 
Ethnonationalism, in this framework, links the ethnic 
identity with the necessity to form a nation, that is, to 
gain access to political autonomy within established 
borders [54].

Based on the aspects analysed above, it is possible to 
identify five main narratives.

 
Narrative 1: 
The cultural identity

This narrative is linked to the idea of the nation as a 
cultural community. People belong to the same nation 
by virtue of a collective identity, based and driven 
by a common language and shared values, myths 
and symbols. If the liberal view of national identity 
understands the belonging to a nation in terms 
of living within the country’s border, regardless of 
ethnic, racial or religious features, ethnonationalism 
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associates the nation with a „shared heritage, which 
usually included a common language, a common 
faith, and a common ethnic ancestry” [55]. This 
narrative is also linked to the abovementioned 
concept of “imagined communities”. 

 
Narrative 2: 
The blood lineage

Blood ties are another element used to spark emotive 
power and deepen the bond between people. In this 
case, the nation is understood as an “extended family” 
where all its members have the same blood lineage 
[55]. This concept can be found also in the political 
discourse of XVII and XVIII Europe, when the concept 
of nationalism became more relevant. In the context 
of national formation, blood represented a metaphor 
for race, ethnicity, and sexuality that enacted loyalty, 
belonging, and national consciousness. The blood 
ties explained the difference from the “Others” and 
legitimise their authority [56]. 

 
Narrative 3: 
The chosen trauma

This narrative is closely linked to the first two, and 
to the idea of the demarcation “Us vs Them”. The 
chosen trauma refers to a collective memory of 
a calamity or a significant atrocious event that has 
affected the community/group’s ancestors. This 
chosen trauma triggers a “self-defence mechanism” 
that leads the group to create an “enemy-other”, 
somehow associated with the origin of the trauma. 
The memory of the trauma feeds feelings of anger 
and humiliation that in turn, foment rage and hate 
against this “enemy” and eventually lead to ethnic 
violence [52]. This trauma works as a glue that keeps 
together the group and motivates the aggression.

A significant example is provided by Branimir 
Anzulovic in analysing the Serbian ethnonationalism. 
In [57], the author argues that the primary intention 
of the Serbs in the modern era had been to take 
control of the neighbouring countries in order to 
re-establish the old Serbian empire. The political 

aggression has been channelled against the Croats, 
thus recalling the notion of rivalry and demarcation 
“us vs them”. According to Anzulovic, the Serbs 
have been trying to recreate the Great Serbia, 
by leveraging on multiple elements, including the 
vindictive ideas of the Kosovo myth, a call to avenge 
the Serbian defeat at the 1389 Battle of Kosovo, the 
eventual loss of independence and centuries-long 
enslavement under the multinational and religiously 
tolerant Ottoman Empire, with the view to attaining 
a “Heavenly Serbia”. This chosen trauma has, then, 
been used to justify any violent action perpetuated in 
the name of the Greater Serbia and with the purpose 
of re-establishing it. An ethno-nationalist/separatist 
movement would, hence, legitimize itself by relying 
“on the grievances of a collective memory to regain 
economic, political and cultural rights [and] by 
rejecting subordination and cultural assimilation” 
[58].

 
Narrative 4: 
The “enemy other”

This narrative underlines the previous ones as 
it can be easily linked to the idea of “Us vs Them”. 
This concept can also be found in other types of 
extremisms, would that be of religious or political 
inspiration. The “enemy-other” can be triggered by 
the abovementioned chosen trauma but also by a 
sentiment of social inequalities, economic oppression 
or exploitation. The ‘enemy-other’ “becomes the 
repository of collective self-loathing, rage, and 
anxiety that legitimise the ethnic violence” [59].

This narrative reminds the Jihadist narrative 1 
(Islam is under attack) illustrated in section 0, 
which draws a clear demarcation line between the 
real Muslim and “the Others” who are attacking it.  

Narrative 5:  
The protection of own people abroad 

This narrative is mostly associated with actions 
perpetuated by state actors, which intervene in 
territories outside their nation – mostly infringing 
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upon the national sovereignty of other countries – in 
order to protect “their people”, i.e. minorities living 
in other countries. Such actors legitimise violent 
actions by virtue of their obligation to free people 
that share the same blood, culture, language and are 
often oppressed by the state where they live. The 
same motivation underpins actions to “free” a portion 
of territories that are claimed to be part of its own 
nation; the violence here is fuelled by the goal of re-
establishing a previous order. This type of narrative 
easily brings to mind Adolf Hitler and his Third Reich, 
as well as the actions perpetuated by the Russian 
Federation in Ukraine back in 2014 and nowadays 
[60]. 

Single issue-terrorism violent 
extremist narratives

The notion of “single-issue terrorism” embraces forms 
of terrorism that “focuses on a specific, singular issue 
instead of more encompassing social, political, or 
religious change. Examples of single-issue terrorism 
include acts of violence, such as assassinations, 
committed by anti abortionists, animal rights activists, 
and environmentalists who represent the outer edges 
and extreme fringes of broader movements” [61]. 

For instance, the paragraph below describes an 
example of single-issue terrorism, the ecoterrorism. 

The term “ecoterrorism” was first introduced by Ron 
Arnold in a 1983 article, where it was defined as “a 
crime committed to save nature”. The term became a 
household name in the 90’s with the increased activity 
of groups like Earth Liberation Front (ELF) [62]. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to identify eco-terrorist 
movements in Europe with relevant structures and 
means of attack.

On the one hand, social awareness of climate 
change and the possibility of structural crises related 
to overpopulation or south-north migration has 
generated a dangerous fusion between extreme 
right-wing terrorism and environmental narratives. 
As identified by Europol, according to eco-fascism 

these crises can be attributed to overpopulation, 
mass immigration influx (please see D2.3, point 2.5.3, 
for more information regarding how it affects several 
EU Member States), and the inability of democratic 
systems to address them [31].

On the other hand, anti-system movements have used 
the crisis of the Covid-19 to generate feelings and 
dynamics of denial of the authority of governments 
and organizations associated with public order and 
security. In particular, the most or less successful 
attacks on telecommunications infrastructure and in 
particular on 5G deployment will be highlighted here.

Conspiracy theories suggesting a connection 
between 5G technology and Covid-19 have been 
key to some incidents. In the Netherlands, thirty 
telecommunications towers have been destroyed 
since April 2020 [63]. Seven suspects were arrested, 
but there seemed to be no link between the various 
fire incidents and there was no indication of common 
organisation, coordination, leadership or even 
ideological motivation.

According to [31], no terrorist attack in 2020 can be 
associated with single-issue terrorism. Single-issue 
movements in the EU are today mostly peaceful: they 
support their ideas and pursue their goals by means 
of peaceful demonstrations and online activities. For 
this reason, ideologies and narratives characterising 
these forms of terrorism will not be investigated 
in detail. However, it is important to remind that 
this typology of terrorism exists and may resort to 
violence again.

Online semantic analysis 

As seen in the previous section, the EU research on 
terrorist narratives revolves in part around the study 
and detection of online content promoting extremist 
narratives.

The research of online extremisms narratives involves 
different phases for the individuation of each type of 
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extremism. First, it is important to define the precise 
extremism that will be searched for. Then, several 
documents should be collected from online repositories, 
websites and social media. Finally, collections have to 
be analysed with semantic tools, in order to extract 
the information characterizing the given narrative. 
Information Extraction consists of a complex process 
that involves several phases and studies of the specific 
domain. 

In this frame, sentiment analysis has proven to be a 
very efficient tool. Sentiment analysis is part of larger 
semantic research, which can individuate main features 
and behavioral aspects of each type of terrorism. This 
analysis includes the research of emotions, behaviours, 
motivations, discussions and arguments justifying a 
given narrative.

As an example, here we consider the analytical services 
offered by the tool CIAPI (Cogito Intelligence API) by 
Expert.AI, an Italian software house specialized in the 
analysis and management of unstructured information 
through a semantic approach, that is partner in many of 
the considered EC-funded research projects.

The offered services include several components: 
Named Entity extraction (people, organizations and 
places), Text mining of entities (semantic reasoning and 
inferential entities), and Relationships extraction.

Text mining and Named Entity Recognition (NER) 
are tasks related to information extraction, which 
aims to locate and classify a text’s atomic elements 
into predefined classes (entity types) such as names 
of people, organizations, locations, monetary values, 
percentages, etc. This elaboration is useful for the 
identification and inference of custom entities and 
background knowledge facts. Other entity types that 
are often useful are dates, quantities, currencies, time 
references, etc.

Semantic reasoning is an innovative function that 
extends and amplifies the Text mining feature. For the 
entities related to the Intelligence and Security domain, 
indeed, it is possible to automatically infer information 
that is not present within the text. As an illustration, Text 
Mining will extract Barack Obama as a People entity 

and a World Leader entity, but Semantic Reasoning will 
go a few steps further to show that Barack Obama - 
president, Barack Obama  politician, Barack Obama 

 head of a state, Barack Obama  United States of 
America.

For the objectives of the intelligence and crimes projects, 
in addition to extracting entities, Text Analysis Service 
will also extract the possible “relationships” which can 
exist between these entities thanks to a dedicated 
module. A relationship is here defined as the logic that 
groups the entities co-occurring within a given scope 
(sentence), in order to show conceptual connections 
between them. The outcome is a triplet consisting of 
two entities and the type of connection that links them.

The Writeprint feature provides semantic, grammatical, 
structural and statistical text indexes with the purpose 
of authorship assessment and profiling. Moreover, 
Writeprint can outline the readability level of a 
document and predict the grade of education needed 
to understand it.

Example of Online Analysis Results 

This section reports the results of the analysis of online 
extremist narratives with the Cogito Intelligence API 
using the taxonomies of intelligence and emotions. 
The analysis regarded almost 80,000 documents, for 
three different types of extremisms: Islamist, Far-Right 
and Far-Left, and was performed within the EU-funded 
project CICERO (Analysis of Islamist, extreme-right 
and extreme-left narratives spread online, 2019) [64].

Islamist extremism analysis

A total of about 10,000 documents were collected for this 
case in the CICERO project. Most of the documents and 
RSS-based articles gathered come from a web crawl for 
websites and social media channels. The analysis of the 
documents has shown the following results: 
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 •  The most debated cluster of contents is the 

one related to group identity. Between 20% 
and 50% of the documents contain topics 
and discussions about group identity in one 
form or another. 

 •  Only a few sources have a clear intent of 
discrediting other groups.

 •  References to moral obligation and 
sowing discord are present in a minority of 
documents. 

 •  Religiously inspired terrorism, propaganda 
and ideology are core elements.

 •  Most of the sources talk predominantly 
about religious topics. 

 •  Very few references to Judaism compared 
to much more references to Christianity. 

 
 
As for emotions, the most recurrent emotions are 
spirituality, hatred and desire, followed by action, 
anger, forgiveness, repulsion and satisfaction.

Far-Right extremism analysis

A total of 63,500 documents were collected for this case 
in the CICERO project. Most of the documents and 
RSS-based articles gathered come from a web crawl for 
websites and social media channels. The analysis of the 
documents has shown the following results: 

 
 •  The most debated cluster of contents is the 

one related to group identity. 

 •  Around 30% of the sources have a clear 
intent of discrediting other groups and 
underling moral obligation.

 
 •  A clear minority of documents refers to 

sowing discord between groups (around 
5%).

 •  Very few documents deal with religious 
motivations (2,5%), although targets of 
attacks are very often religious sites (a 
confirmation of similarities with Islamic 
terrorism).

 •  Attacks on civilians and properties.

 •  Hatred and repulsion towards some 
categories (Muslims, socialists, immigrants).

 •  High correlation with religion and belief 
topics as well as explicit mentions of 
recruitment and radicalisation, probably 
because Far Right groups tends to assimilate 
Islam and terrorism. 

 •  Only the Web search (using Google) results 
for anti-immigration also discuss Islam 
as a topic, because in Far-Right extremist 
narratives, immigration is sometimes 
presented as an Islamic invasion. 

 •  Web search results using Google and 
keywords strongly associated with core 
themes of white supremacy propaganda 
discuss Judaism and Christianity. 

As for emotions, the most recurrent emotions 
are hatred, action and desire, followed by spirituality, 
anger and repulsion.

Far-Right sources tend to stress negative emotions like 
hatred but also ‘neutral’ emotions like impoliteness, 
desire and success. The case of impoliteness is 
interesting and probably associated with the anti-
political-correctness movement. By contrast, some 
Italian sources have not shown significant signs of 
extremist content based on our analysis, showing 
negative emotions like fear rather than hatred.
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Far-Left extremism analysis

About a thousand documents from far-left sources 
have been gathered and analyzed in the CICERO 
project. Most of the documents and RSS-based 
articles gathered come from a web crawl for websites 
and social media channels. Below are the main results: 

 
 •  References to the anarchist sphere and to 

the categories of “Marxism-Leninism” and 
“anti-fascism”. 

 •  The main discussed topics regarded left-
wing and anarchist extremist activities and 
about terrorist attacks on civilians and 
properties. 

 •  Variety of other topics: politics, judicial trials, 
release of prisoners, labour, government, 
direct democracy, and communism. 

 •  Targeting this group is crucial to address a 
wide range of grievances and issues related 
to all these areas possibly focusing on the 
importance of European liberal democratic 
values. 

 
As for emotions, the most recurrent emotions are 
hatred, action and desire, followed by spirituality, 
anger, repulsion, satisfaction and forgiveness.

The most recurrent topics about religious and both 
extremist and non-extremist content related to the 
extreme-left narratives are: key terrorist groups, 
religious belief, religious conflict, recruitment. It 
is worth noting that none of the sources refers to 
religions other than Christianity, which means other 
religions do not constitute issues or grievances for 
people discussing left-extremism within the sample. 
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EXTREMISM

Islamist extremism Far-Right extremism Far-Left extremism

CATEGORY

Group identity Between 20-50% of 
documents

Most debated cluster of 
contents

Reference to anarchism, 
Marxism-Leninism and 
anti-fascism

Discredit other groups Only a few sources Around 30% of sources -

Moral obligation Reference in a minority of 
documents Around 30% of sources -

Discord between 
groups

Reference in a minority of 
documents Around 5% of sources -

Core elements/topics

Religiously inspired 
terrorism
Propaganda
Ideology

Attacks on civilians 
and properties (mostly 
religious sites)
Repulsion and hatred 
towards specific 
categories of people 
(Muslims, socialists, 
immigrants)

Attacks on civilians and 
properties
Politics
Judicial topics
Democracy and 
government
Communism

Reference to (other) 
religions

Predominant reference to 
Christianity
A few references to 
Judaism

A few references to 
religious motivation (2,5% 
documents)

Only reference to 
Christianity

Most recurrent 
emotions

1. Spirituality
2. Hatred
3. Desire

1. Hatred
2. Action
3. Desire

1. Hatred
2. Action
3. Desire

Table 2 - Summary of the findings
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The state of the art of the semantic analysis of textual 
contents concerns the definition of rule-based 
algorithms for extracting information relevant to a 
given domain and for recognizing topics related to 
pre-defined taxonomies. The primary result of this 
process is the production of one or more semantic 
engines that allow the extraction of the main 
information and entities from a text.

The evolution of the semantic analysis could involve 
the analysis of texts characterized by particular writing 
styles, such as acronyms, slang words, abbreviations, 
and words out of the formal vocabulary. In addition, 
writing style is a peculiar characteristic of the author 
of a text that can be indicative of a set of information 
regarding the author that cannot be recognized by 
just analysing the content.

The scenario of improvements described above can 
lead to the definition of two macro-areas of future 
developments:

 
 
 •  The Semantic natural language process 

can be improved to recognize all the 
obscure words with unclear meanings, 
such as slang words, acronyms and 
abbreviations. It will focus on designing 
and evolving natural language processing 
(NLP) heuristics, so to enable text analysis 
with words out of the formal vocabulary. 

 •  The Stylometric analysis could be used 
for identifying the diverse socio-cultural 
styles in writing, so as to recognize the 
composer of a message or document and 
group different messages by their style 
formatting. Such process can normalize 
different nicknames into a single individual 
person or a specific group, in order to 
discover messages related to propaganda 
activities and proselytes. 

 
 
 

The definition of the stylometric features is the result 
of a deep grammatical study of a given language 
that can provide a set of hundreds of parameters, 
containing grammatical usages, peculiar usages 
(emojis, slangs, etc.) and so on. 

Stylometric parameters obtained are encoded with 
a value representing their relevance within a text. 
By analyzing an entire dataset of documents, it is 
possible to retrieve a matrix of features in which 
each row represents a document while each column 
contains the related value of a stylometric parameter.

The encoded dataset can be easily used for training 
machine learning models and/or used with neural 
network algorithms in order to create classifiers for 
raising and inferring new information. Indeed, the 
dataset used for training should be tagged with 
further information that can be named “target class 
value”, so the resulting classifier will be able to assign 
a value of the target class to the input text.

Examples of possible target classes can be: Author, 
Gender, Age Class (20s, 30s, etc…), Mother 
Language, Nationality, and Deceptive/truthful.

Conclusions and recommendations  
for practitioners

As the previous sections show, a lot of work has 
been carried out to study terrorism, its multiple forms 
and characterizing features. This work embraces 
different methods and techniques, ranging from 
literature review and desk research conducted at the 
academic level to research projects financed under 
the European framework, to the use of technological 
solutions to address specific issues (e.g. online text 
analysis to detect terrorist contents). The authors 
would like to stem from this to further enhance 
knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon by 
the network of security and intelligence practitioners 
across the EU. 

As part of the development of an original way to 
approach the fight of terrorist narratives, the model 

Foreseen future improvements
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hereby presented proposes to exploit the network of 
pan-European intelligence and security practitioners 
to develop requirements, standardization needs and 
expectations on such technologies and tools. The aim 
is not only to enable the transfer of knowledge, but to 
promote the adaptation of the technologies used in 
past research projects so that they are operationally 
exploitable by practitioners.

In the first place it will be necessary to select the 
practitioners which are most interested in the 
discovery and contrast of terrorist narratives, so to 
represent the nucleus of the working group. Then, 
the group should be nurtured with the information 
summarized in this document and participants 
should be allowed to learn more about any topic 
or technology described here. After this, the group 
should engage in a discussion about desires, expected 

benefits, defects, obstacles and similar themes, at 
high level. The moderators/guides of the group 
should then try to summarise the outcomes of the 
discussion, compile a list of common topics and invite 
selected representatives (i.e. technology providers) 
of external research projects to join the discussion, 
assess feasibility issues and help practitioners clear 
their minds and resolve doubts. At this point, high-
level desires and obstacles may be transduced into 
proper requirements and needs.

This approach aims to provide the missing link 
between research projects that develop technologies 
to find and combat terrorist narratives, and the 
authorities/practitioners that could actually use those 
technologies to prevent and fight terrorism.

Foreseen future improvements
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